
 ZPro Solutions wishes Happy Ramadan to all
the Muslims in the world.

 

Ramadan is the most sacred month of the year in Islamic
culture. During Ramadan, Muslims fast, abstain from
pleasures, and pray to become closer to God. It is also a
time for families to gather and celebrate.
 
Fasting is important during Ramadan as it allows
Muslims to devote themselves to their faith and come closer
to Allah, or God. Fasting is one of the Five Pillars of Islam,
which form the basis of how Muslims live their lives.
 
Muslims believe that Ramadan teaches them to
practice self-discipline, self-control, sacrifice, and empathy
for those who are less fortunate, thus encouraging actions of
generosity and compulsory charity (zakat).
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Future Trends in Asset Management for
2021 and Beyond

 

The past year has been a year of unprecedented agility
and evolution as existing digital transformation initiatives
were pushed into over-drive by efforts to pivot and adapt
operations in the wake of COVID-19.
 
Nowhere is this truer than in the world of asset
management, in which companies were forced to adapt to
remote environments, increase safety protocols, maintain
compliance to strict distancing regulations, and more. But
this seems like an extreme reaction to a very unique and
impermanent situation – which begs the question, which of
these changes are here to stay and what new trends should
we expect in 2021 and beyond? 
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Business Analyst vs. Data Scientist – A Simple Analogy
Let us take an example of an exciting electrical vehicle startup. This
startup is now big for creating job families. And, they have decided
to create three job families, one is a scientist, and the other two are
an engineer and a management professional. Now I want you to take
time and imagine what kind of role they play in the company.
We can infer their role from the general level of understanding:
 
 1. Scientist – Work on complex, distinct problems such as finding a
solution to build an efficient battery, or how to improve the design of
the vehicle. While these problems may not give direct gain to the
company but are crucial for advanced developments. And, in the
future, these developments can help startups have non-linear
(exponential) growth.
2. Engineer – Take these developments and apply industry
techniques to transform them into production. For example, making
an assembly line to manufacture these vehicles using the right
machinery.
3. Management – Run the business and solve business-related
problems on a day-to-day basis. For example, to find the right
market to open a store for the vehicle. Decisions regarding the sales
and marketing of these products and many others.
 
Now, Let's take these roles and convert them to database profiles.

DataBase Functions:

1. Data Scientist –  He Works on complex and specific problems to

bring non-linear growth to the company. For example, making a credit

risk solution for the banking industry or use images of vehicles & assess

the damage for an insurance company automatically.

2. Data Engineer – He would Implement the outcomes derived by the

data scientist in production by using industry best practices. For example,

Deploying the machine learning model built for credit risk modeling on

banking software.

3. Business Analyst – Run the business and take decisions on a day-to-

day basis. He’ll be communicating with the IT side and the business side

simultaneously.

Read Full Article

This covid-19 pandemic has been very challenging for many
businesses and will continue into 2021. Maintaining peak operations
is a prime example.
 
Enterprise asset management (EAM) platforms are bringing the
best solutions for asset-intensive businesses to face these challenges
with growth and success.
 
Let’s explore the trends shaping enterprise asset management in
2021.
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